We investigate formal ribbons on curves. Roughly speaking, formal ribbon is a family of locally linearly compact vector spaces on a curve. We establish a one-to-one correspondence between formal ribbons on curves plus some geometric data and some subspaces of two-dimensional local fields.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to obtain an appropriate generalization of the Krichever map for algebraic surfaces.
We recall that in the classical 1-dimensional case it is a one-to-one correspondence between integer projective curves over a field k plus line bundles (or torsion free sheaves if the curve is singular) plus some additional data (a distinguished point p of the curve plus a formal local parameter at p, and a formal trivialization at p of the sheaf) and Schur pairs, i.e. pairs of k-subspaces ðW ; AÞ of the vector space V ¼ kððzÞÞ satisfying a Fredholm condition with respect to the subspace V þ ¼ k½½z (i.e. the complex W ! V =V þ as well as the complex A ! V =V þ has to be Fredholm) such that A is a k-subalgebra of V and A Á W H W .
Parshin and Osipov established the Krichever correspondence in higher dimensions (see [15] , [12] , also [14] , [17] ). In the 2-dimensional case it starts with a ''flag'' ðX I C I pÞ (where X is a projective algebraic surface over a field k, C is an ample curve, p is a k-point, X and C are smooth at p), a vector bundle F of rank r on X plus formal trivialization e p of F at p, and formal local parameters u, t at p. By these data this correspondence associates the k-subalgebra A of V ¼ kððuÞÞððtÞÞ and k-subspace W of V lr with Fredholm condition for all i for ðA X t i V Þ=ðA X t iþ1 V Þ as a subspace of kððuÞÞ with respect to k½½u, and with Fredholm condition for all i for ðW X t i V lr Þ=ðW X t iþ1 V lr Þ as a subspace of kððuÞÞ lr with respect to k½½u lr . A is the image of the structure sheaf O X , and W is the image of the sheaf F. If X is Cohen-Macaulay surface, C is an ample Cartier divisor on X , then the pair ðA; W Þ contains all information about ðX ; C; p; F; e p ; u; tÞ, see [15] , theorem 4, and [12] , theorem 6.
However there was a problem, because contrary to the 1-dimensional case it is not true that any such pair of subspaces comes from geometric data. To solve this problem we introduce another type of geometric objects which we call ''ribbons'' (or more exactly ''formal ribbons'', but we will omit in the sequel the word ''formal''). This terminology comes from [7] , where a similar object was defined1). We decompose the Krichever map into the composition of the following maps: :
Ribbons are ringed spaces which are, on the one hand, more general as the notion of ''formal scheme'' of Grothendieck, on the other hand, they have some extra features. We explain them exactly in section 2.
In section 3 we clarify the cohomology of sheaves, which we call ind-proquasicoherent sheaves on a ribbon. We investigate the coherence property of ribbons.
In section 4 we clarify the structure of the Picard group of a ribbon.
In section 5 we establish a one-to-one correspondence between the classes of isomorphic ''geometric data'' (punctured ribbon plus torsion free sheaf on it plus some extra data) and the ''Schur pairs'' ðA; W Þ H ðV ; V lr Þ, were A is a k-subalgebra of V , and A Á W H W , satisfying Fredholm conditions for the subquotients (as explained above).
We computed also several examples to illustrate the general theory.
We note that families of Tate spaces (i.e. of locally linearly compact vector spaces) were studied also in [3] .
2. The category of ribbons 2.1. Definition of a ribbon. Let S be a Noetherian base scheme. Definition 1. A ribbon ðC; AÞ over S is given by the following data.
(1) A flat family of reduced algebraic curves t : C ! S.
(2) A sheaf A of commutative t À1 O S -algebras on C.
(3) A descending sheaf filtration ðA i Þ i A Z of A by t À1 O S -submodules which satisfies the following axioms:
(a) A i A j H A iþj , 1 A A 0 (thus A 0 is a subring, and for any i A Z the sheaf A i is an A 0 -submodule).
(b) A 0 =A 1 is the structure sheaf O C of C.
(c) For each i the sheaf A i =A iþ1 (which is an A 0 =A 1 -module by (3)(a)) is a coherent sheaf on C, flat over S, and for any s A S the sheaf A i =A iþ1 j C s has no coherent subsheaf with finite support, and is isomorphic to O C S on a dense open set.
Remark 1. It follows from (3)(c) of the definition that if C s (for s A S) is an irreducible curve, then the sheaf A i =A iþ1 j C s is a torsion free sheaf on C s for any i A Z. Notation 1. For simplicity we denote a ribbon ðC; AÞ over Spec R, where R is a ring, as a ribbon over R. Example 1. If X is an algebraic surface over a field k, and C H X is a reduced e¤ective Cartier divisor, we obtain a ribbon ðC; AÞ over k, where
whereX X C is the formal scheme which is the completion of X at C, and J is the ideal sheaf of C on X (the sheaf J is an invertible sheaf).
Proposition 1. (1)
For any i f 0 the ringed space X i ¼ ðC; A 0 =A iþ1 Þ ði f 0Þ is a scheme, which is flat over S.
(2) For any j A Z and any i f 0 the sheaf A j =A jþiþ1 is a coherent sheaf on X i , which is a flat sheaf over S.
(3) If X y ¼ ðC; A 0 Þ, then X y is a locally ringed space, and we have closed embeddings of schemes
such that X y ¼ lim À! if0 X i in the category of locally ringed spaces.
Proof. We prove the first statement of the proposition.
At first, we show that X i are locally ringed spaces. By definition, we have that X 0 is the scheme ðC; O C Þ. Therefore X 0 is a locally ringed space. We have that for every i f 0 the subsheaf A i =A iþ1 H A 0 =A iþ1 is a nilpotent ideal sheaf because of (3)(a) of definition 1. We consider the following exact triple of sheaves on C:
For each point P A C we consider the stalks at P of each sheaf from this sequence. We obtain the following exact sequence:
We apply now induction arguments on i. By induction hypothesis, we assume that the ring ðA 0 =A i Þ P is a local ring with the maximal ideal M. Let M 0 be the ideal p À1 i ðMÞ. Then this ideal is a unique maximal ideal in ðA 0 =A iþ1 Þ P . Therefore this ring is a local ring. Indeed, if a A ðA 0 =A iþ1 Þ P nM 0 , then a must be invertible in the ring ðA 0 =A iþ1 Þ P , since ðp i Þ P ðaÞ is invertible in the ring ðA 0 =A i Þ P , and ðA i =A iþ1 Þ P is a nilpotent ideal in the ring ðA 0 =A iþ1 Þ P .
Second, we show that there are natural morphisms X i ! t i S of locally ringed spaces
for each i f 0, and that these morphisms are flat. We apply induction on i f 0. For every i f 0 the morphism t i consists of the topological morphism t : C ! S and of the morphism of sheaves
for each open subset U H S. For each P A C the morphism
is a local morphism, because its composition with the morphism ðp i Þ P is a local morphism by induction hypothesis.
Now for every i f 0 the morphism t i is a flat morphism by standard results on flat modules (see e.g. [10] , ch. 2, §3), because for each P A C the ðO S Þ tðPÞ -modules ðA i =A iþ1 Þ P and ðA 0 =A i Þ P are flat ðO S Þ tðPÞ -modules by induction hypothesis on i and by (3)(c) of definition 1. Therefore we obtain from the exact sequence (2) that ðA 0 =A iþ1 Þ P is a flat ðO S Þ tðPÞ -module.
At third, we show that a locally ringed space X i is scheme for each i f 0. We consider any a‰ne open subset U H C. The sequence (1) leads to the following exact triple:
This sequence is an exact sequence, because the sheaf A i =A iþ1 is a coherent sheaf on C, and U is an a‰ne set. We have that A 0 =A iþ1 ðU Þ and A 0 =A i ðU Þ are rings, and we are going to show that
It is clear that the topological space Spec (3), by induction on i we obtain that the identical map on the ring A 0 =A iþ1 ðU Þ induces a welldefined morphism of sheaves on U:
where for any A 0 =A iþ1 ðU Þ-module N byÑ N we denote the corresponding quasicoherent sheaf on Spec
The map g is an isomorphism, since it follows from the following exact diagram of sheaves on U:
The left vertical arrow in this diagram is an isomorphism by (3)(c) of definition 1. The right vertical arrow is an isomorphism by induction on i. Therefore, the middle vertical arrow g is also an isomorphism. Thus we proved that X i is a scheme for each i f 0. It finishes the proof of the first statement of the proposition.
We prove now the second statement of the proposition. As above, the proof is by induction on i. We have the following exact triple of O X i -modules:
By definition, the sheaf A jþi =A jþiþ1 is a coherent sheaf on X i , and a flat sheaf over S. The sheaf A j =A jþi is a coherent O X iÀ1 -module sheaf, and a flat sheaf over S by the induction hypothesis. Therefore, this sheaf is also a coherent O X i -module sheaf, because both module structures coincide on this sheaf. Thus, the sheaf A j =A jþiþ1 is a coherent sheaf by [6] , prop. 5.7, and flat over S by [6] , prop. 9.1. We proved the second statement of the proposition.
The third statement of the proposition easily follows from exact sequence (1). r Definition 2. (1) A morphism j of ribbons over S j : ðC; AÞ ! ðC 0 ; A 0 Þ is a morphism of ringed spaces over S that preserves the filtrations, i.e. we have for the map j K : A 0 ! j Ã ðAÞ, for any i A Z j K ðA 0 i Þ H j Ã ðA i Þ:
(2) An isomorphism of ribbons is a morphism that has right and left inverse.
Base change.
Notation 2. We will also denote the ribbon ðC; AÞ by X y .
For a ribbon X y ¼ ðC; AÞ over S, and a morphism a : S 0 ! S of Noetherian schemes we define a base change ribbon X 0 y ¼ ðC 0 ; A 0 Þ over S 0 in the following way:
for any j A Z. From statement (2) of proposition 1 we have for any j A Z, any i f 0
Therefore we have
for any j A Z, and all axioms from definition of ribbon are satisfied.
Proposition 2. For the base change a : S 0 ! S we have that for the base change ribbon X 0 y ¼ ðC 0 ; A 0 Þ the following properties are satisfied:
Proof. The proof is clear from definition of a ribbon and proposition 1. r
Coherent sheaves on a ribbon
3.1. Ind-pro-quasicoherent sheaves.
Definition 3. Let X y ¼ ðC; AÞ be a ribbon, and F a sheaf of A-modules. We will call F ind-pro-coherent (ind-pro-quasicoherent) on X y if it has a descending sheaf filtration ðF i Þ i A Z with the following properties:
(2) F j =F jþ1 is a coherent (quasicoherent) O C -module for all j.
We recall that the projective system ðD i ; i A NÞ of abelian groups with transition maps f i 0 i satisfies the ML-condition (the Mittag-Lefler condition), i¤ for every i A N the descending family of subgroups
We will need the following lemma, which is easy to prove, using [6] , prop. 9.1.
is an exact sequence of projective systems of abelian groups with respect to N, and projective systems ðK i ; i A NÞ and ðA i ; i A NÞ satisfy the ML-condition, then the induced sequence of projective limits
is also exact. Proposition 3. Let X y ¼ ðC; AÞ be a ribbon and F an ind-pro-quasicoherent sheaf on X y . Then we have the following:
(2) We have that F i ðU Þ=F j ðU Þ ! ðF i =F j ÞðU Þ is an isomorphism for all i < j and for any a‰ne open subset U H C.
(3) If X y is a ribbon over an Artinian ring, then for any a‰ne open subset U H C we have H 1 ðU;
Proof. The proof of statement (1) of the proposition is analogous to the proof of statement (2) of proposition 1.
We prove statement (2) of the proposition. We always have an exact sequence
and we have exact sequences for i < j < k
are surjective, we also have surjections F i ðU Þ ! ðF i =F j ÞðU Þ (see lemma 1).
We prove statement (3) of the proposition. Since C is a curve over an Artinian ring, every open subset of an a‰ne open set U is again a‰ne. We take an embedding F i ,! W into a flabby sheaf, then H 1 ðU; F i Þ is the cokernel of W ðU Þ ! ðW =FÞðU Þ, and we have to show that any section of ðW =FÞðU Þ lifts to a section of W ðU Þ.
Since the underlying space U is Noetherian, we have a largest open set U 0 L U where a lifting w 0 of the given section exists. We will show that the assumption U 0 k U leads to a contradiction. Assume p A UnU 0 , then we find a neighbourhood U 00 H U of p and a lifting w 00 on U 00 of the given section. If U 0 X U 00 ¼ j we could extend ðU 0 ; w 0 Þ to ðU 0 W U 00 , w 0 on U 0 , w 00 on U 00 Þ. If U 0 X U 00 3 j, we get a section a ¼ w 0 À w 00 of F i ðU 0 X U 00 Þ.
We claim that F i ðU 0 Þ l F i ðU 00 Þ ! F i ðU 0 X U 00 Þ is surjective, so we can write a ¼ a 0 À a 00 with a 0 A F i ðU 0 Þ, a 00 A F i ðU 00 Þ. Then wj U 0 ¼ w 0 À a 0 and wj U 00 ¼ w 00 À a 00 would give a lifting to U 0 W U 00 , hence U 0 was non maximal.
Proof of the claim. We have an exact sequence of projective systems ? ?
? y where all transition maps are surjective. Thus the projective limit stays exact (see lemma 1). For F the assertion follows since cohomology commutes with lim À! . r Corollary 1. Let X y ¼ ðC; AÞ be a ribbon over A, where A is an Artinian ring. Let F be an ind-pro-quasicoherent sheaf on X y , and C be a projective curve over A. (2) If F is an ind-pro-coherent sheaf, then
Proof. The first assertion of this corollary is the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence, due to assertion (3) of proposition 3, because U 1 and U 2 are a‰ne sets.
We prove now the second assertion of this corollary. We note that for any j A Z a projective system À H 0 ðC; F j =F jþi Þ; i A N Á satisfies the ML-condition, because H 0 ðC; F j =F jþi Þ is an Artinian A-module for any i, j, and the maps in the projective system are the maps of A-modules.
We note that, since C is a curve over an Artinian ring, there are some a‰ne open subsets U 1 and U 2 of C such that C ¼ U 1 W U 2 . For any fixed j A Z a projective system
satisfies the ML-condition because of assertion (2) of proposition 3. Now, since the cohomology commutes with direct limits, the second assertion of this corollary follows from the first one, using lemma 1. r
Coherence property.
Remark 2. The sheaf A may be not coherent in the usual sense (due to H. Cartan, see [16] ).
We recall that a sheaf F of A-modules on a topological space X is coherent if it satisfies the following two properties:
(1) F is locally of finite type, i.e. for any point x A X there exist an open U C x and a finite number of sections s 1 ; . . . ; s p A FðU Þ such that for any y A U the stalk F y is generated by the images of s 1 ; . . . ; s p over A y .
(2) The sheaf K ¼ ker The sheaf A is called coherent if it is coherent as A-module.
Let's consider the following ringed space:
where C is a reduced algebraic curve over a field k, Q A C is a closed point, and the sheaf O C ððtÞÞ Q is defined by
where J Q is the ideal sheaf of the point Q. Clearly, this is a sheaf, and À C; O C ððtÞÞ Q Á is a ribbon over the field k. This sheaf is an analogue of the sheaf O X ððtÞÞ p from [8] .
Example 2. This is an example of a non-coherent sheaf A of a ribbon.
Let C be a plane a‰ne singular cubic curve given by the equation
If it were coherent, then, by definition, for each q f 1 and f 1 ; . . . ; f q A AðU Þ the sheaf K ¼ ker
...; f q Þ ðAj U Þ Á must be locally of finite type. We take U C Q, q ¼ 2, and let f 1 , f 2 be the images of x, y in O C ðU Þ. Let V H U, Q A V be an open set such that KðV Þ is finitely generated in each point.
We consider an element ðb
l2 ðV Þ. We note that elements ðb 1 t m ; b 2 t m Þ A KðV Þ for any m A Z, and also satisfy this condition.
We note that for each ða 1 ; a 2 Þ A KðV Þ we have a i ¼ P a ij t j , where a ij A J Q ðV Þ. Indeed, we must have f 1 a 1j þ f 2 a 2j ¼ 0 for all j, and this equality holds only if a ij are polynomials in f 1 , f 2 without free terms, i.e. belong to the ideal J Q ðV Þ.
Let g 1 ; . . . ; g l be generators of KðV Þ. Let they have orders ðq i ; q 0 i Þ, i ¼ 1; . . . ; l, where the order of an element a A AðV Þ is equal to the degree (with respect to t) of the lowest term of a. For each m A Z we must have
. . . ; q 0 l g, then all coe‰cients of t j with j < M on the right-hand side of formula (4) must belong to J 2 Q ðV Þ l2 for each m. But if m f 0 then there will be coe‰cients of t j with j < M on the left-hand side of formula (4) that do not belong to J 2 Q ðV Þ l2 (and the same is true for their images in the stalk of Q). We have a contradiction.
The same arguments show that the ideal J Q ðV ÞððtÞÞ H AðV Þ is not finitely generated, i.e. the ring AðV Þ is not Noetherian.
For convenience, we introduce also the following definition. Example 3. This is an example of a coherent, but not weakly Noetherian sheaf A of a ribbon.
We consider the ringed space
where C is a reduced algebraic curve over a field k, Q A C is a smooth point. We will prove that the sheaf A is a coherent sheaf of rings. To prove that the sheaf A is a coherent sheaf of rings, it is enough to prove that the sheaf K from definition of coherence (see remark 2 above) is locally of finite type.
We consider an open U H C.
for su‰ciently large k (note that the definition of the sheaf K does not depend on changes ð f 1 ; . . . ; f q Þ 7 ! ð f 1 t k ; . . . ; f q t k Þ). The locally ringed space ðC; A 0 Þ is a Noetherian formal scheme (so, A 0 is a coherent sheaf, see [5] , ch. I, §10.10), therefore K 0 is locally of finite type, i.e. for each point P A U there exists open V H U, P A V and generators ðb 1 ; . . . ; b n Þ of K 0 ðV Þ over A 0 ðV Þ such that their images generate stalks K 0 x for each x A V . Clearly, ðb 1 ; . . . ; b n Þ are also generators of the AðV Þ-module KðV Þ, and they also generate stalks
Our sheaf A is a subsheaf of the sheaf A A ¼ O C ððtÞÞ, and the last sheaf is coherent, as we have proved above. We define the sheaf
It is locally of finite type, and K is the subsheaf ofK K as a sheaf of abelian groups.
For a given element a ¼ P j a j t j AÃ AðV Þ, Q A V we define its Q-order as follows:
For a given element a AÃ A lq ðV Þ, Q A V we define its Q-order as a minimum of Qorders of components of a, i.e. ord Q ðaÞ ¼ minfa 1 ; . . . ; a q g for a ¼ ða 1 ; . . . ; a q Þ:
Let a 1 ; . . . ; a k be generators of theÃ AðV Þ-moduleK KðV Þ, V C Q, such that their images generate stalksK K x for each x A V . Without loss of generality we can assume that V is an a‰ne open set, such that the maximal ideal of the point Q in O C ðV Þ is a principal ideal ðyÞ, y A O C ðV Þ. We can also assume that a 1 ; . . . ; a k A KðV Þ, since otherwise we can replace them by a 1 t l 1 ; . . . ; a k t l k . Since the maximal ideal of the point Q in O C ðV Þ is a principal ideal, we have a i ¼ y k i a 0 i , where k i f 0 and ord Q ða 0 i Þ < y. We assume a 0 i A KðV Þ again after multiplying them by some powers of t. Obviously, the elements a 0 i A KðV Þ are also generators ofK KðV Þ and of stalksK K x for each x A V . So, we can assume that ord Q ða i Þ ¼ 0 for any 1 e i e k.
Without loss of generality we can assume that the first component of a 1 is of zero Q-order. Since the ring O C ðV Þ has dimension 1, we can change a 1 ; . . . ; a k by a 1 , a 2 þ x 2 a 1 ; . . . ; a k þ x k a 1 for some x 2 ; . . . ; x k A AðV Þ such that the first components of elements a 2 þ x 2 a 1 ; . . . ; a k þ x k a 1 has infinite Q-order. If the Q-order of an element a i þ x i a 1 is finite, we can again assume that it is zero, after multiplying it by an appropriate power of t.
The elements a 1 , a 2 þ x 2 a 1 ; . . . ; a k þ x k a 1 are again generators ofK KðV Þ (and ofK K x for each x A V ). They form a k Â q matrix, whose entries lie in AðV Þ (the i-th row is the element a i þ x i a 1 ). The corresponding k Â q matrix of its Q-orders looks like
where some rows can consist only of infinities, and the minimal possible value in each row is zero.
If we permute some rows of our matrix, we don't change the system of generators of K KðV Þ and of K x for each x A V . Therefore, we can assume that our matrix has the following property: the matrix of its Q-orders looks like
where ? > 0. (The rows in the bottom of matrix contain only y.)
Clearly, the elementary transformations of rows like above lead to a new system of generators ofK KðV Þ (and ofK K x for each x A V ).
So, repeating such elementary transformations and interchanges for the rows with zero Q-order, we will come to a system of generators a 1 ; . . . ; a k that satisfy the following additional property: for each 1 e i e k either ord Q ða i Þ ¼ y, or ord Q ða i Þ ¼ 0 and a i has an l i -component of zero Q-order such that the corresponding l i -components of all other elements a j , j 3 i has infinite Q-order, see the matrix of Q-orders below:
Let a 1 ; . . . ; a l be of Q-order zero, and a lþ1 ; . . . ; a k be of Q-order y. Then a j ¼ y k j a 00 j , j f l þ 1, where ord Q ða 00 j Þ < y. After multiplication of a 00 j by some power of t we have a j ¼ y k j t m j a 0 j , j f l þ 1 for some k j > 0 and some m j such that ord Q ða 0 j Þ ¼ 0.
We claim that the elements a 1 ; . . . ; a l , a 0 lþ1 ; . . . ; a 0 k are generators of the AðV Þ-module KðV Þ such that their images generate stalks K x for any x A V .
Indeed, if x A V , x 3 Q, then it is clear by the choice of elements a 1 ; . . . ; a k in the beginning, because
We have b j a j A K Q for all j f l þ 1, since ord Q ðb j a j Þ ¼ y. The first component of a 1 is of zero Q-order, and the Q-orders of the first components of all other a i , i f 2 are infinite. Since b A K Q , the Q-order of the first component of b 1 a 1 must be therefore greater or equal
Nevertheless, the sheaf A is not weakly Noetherian. For example, consider the following infinite increasing system of ideals in AðU Þ (for any U C Q):
:
Remark 3. The situation described in example 3 is similar to the situation of a rank 2 valuation ring O 0 ¼ k½½t þ ukððtÞÞ½½u in a 2-dimensional local field kððtÞÞððuÞÞ. The ring O 0 is also non Noetherian (see [13] ), but one can prove that the ring O 0 is coherent by the same methods as above.
Example 4. Now let's consider one more example. Let C be a reduced algebraic curve over a field k. Consider a ringed space ðC; AÞ, where
Clearly, A is a sheaf that satisfies all conditions of definition 1. So, ðC; AÞ is a ribbon.
Obviously, the sheaf A is also not coherent and not weakly Noetherian. Moreover, A 0 is not coherent. To see this, it is enough to consider the kernel of multiplication by t 1 . Clearly, this kernel can not be locally of finite type.
Under certain conditions on the sheaf A of a ribbon we can prove in the following lemma that it will be coherent, as well as any torsion free sheaf of finite rank on this ribbon will be coherent. (We will define torsion free sheaves later, see definition 11 and remark 10). Definition 5. We will say that the sheaf A of a ribbon ðC; AÞ satisfies ð * Þ, if the following condition holds:
There is an a‰ne open cover fU a g a A I of C such that for any a A I ð * Þ there is k > 0 and an invertible section a A A k ðU a Þ H AðU a Þ:
For an open set U we define the function of order ord U on AðU Þ in the following way: if an element b A A l ðU ÞnA lþ1 ðU Þ, then ord U ðbÞ ¼ l. Sometimes, if it is clear from the context, we will omit the index U. 
where l e Àk. Clearly, AðU a Þ ¼ A 0 ðU a Þ a . By propositions 1 and 3, the ring A 0 ðU a Þ=A Àl ðU a Þ is Noetherian.
. . . ; g s be generators of I Àl in A 0 ðU a Þ=A Àl ðU a Þ, and g 1 ; . . . ; g s be any of their represen-
then a À1 x A I , and for some m f 1 we have a Àm x A A i ðU a ÞnA iþ1 ðU a Þ with 0 e i < Àl. We iterate this procedure. Since ordðaÞ > 0, and A 0 ðU a Þ is a complete and Hausdor¤ space, we can deduce that g 1 ; . . . ; g s generate I , henceĨ I . So, AðU a Þ is a Noetherian ring.
Analogously we can show that A 0 ðU a Þ is also a Noetherian ring. Namely, for an ideal J H A 0 ðU a Þ letJ J be an ideal generated by J in AðU a Þ. IfJ J ¼ ð1Þ, then a r A J for some r > 0. For any i f Àlr we have ða r Þ M A i ðU a Þ. Therefore, elements g 1 ; . . . ; g s , whose images in A 0 ðU a Þ=A Àlr ðU a Þ generate the ideal J=J X A Àlr ðU a Þ, and the element a r will generate the ideal J.
IfJ J 3 ð1Þ, thenJ J ¼ ðg 1 ; . . . ; g s Þ as above, where g 1 ; . . . ; g s A A 0 ðU a Þ. As it was shown above, for any su‰ciently large i an element x A J X A i ðU a Þ can be written as
On the other hand, for a su‰ciently large h we have a h g 1 ; . . . ; a h g s A J. Therefore, there exists a natural N such that for any
. . . ; g 0 t A J are representatives of generators of the ideal J=J X A N ðU a Þ, then the system g 0 1 ; . . . ; g 0 t , a h g 1 ; . . . ; a h g s is a system of generators of the ideal J.
To show that A is coherent, it is enough to prove that the sheaf K from the definition of a coherent sheaf (see remark 2) is locally of finite type for each U a .
For any open
for su‰ciently large k (as in example 3). We also have
because for an ideal ðaÞ ¼ aA 0 ðV Þ we always have A n M ðaÞ n M A i ðV Þ for i f Àln and for any n, and ðaÞ n M A i ðV Þ M ðaÞ i for n e ½i=ðÀlÞ.
Combining all together, we obtain that the following locally ringed spaces are isomorphic:
where Y is a closed subscheme of Spec A 0 ðU a Þ given by the ideal ðaÞ, and the formal Noetherian scheme [5] , ch. I, §10.10, the sheaf A 0 j U a is coherent, and the sheaf K 0 of A 0 j U a -modules is locally of finite type. Therefore the sheaf K of Aj U a -modules is locally of finite type.
We show the last property of the lemma. At first, we note that for any open V H U a the ring AðV Þ satisfies ð * Þ and therefore is Noetherian, as it was shown above. Now we prove the following statement. Let I H AðU Þ be an ideal and f i : AðU Þ ! AðU i Þ are the restriction homomorphisms, i ¼ 1; . . . ; r. Then
We consider the homomorphisms
which are induced by f i . By proposition 1, the sheaf A ordðg j Þ =A kþ1Àordða j Þ is a coherent sheaf on the scheme X l ¼ ðC; A 0 =A lþ1 Þ, where l ¼ k À ordða j Þ À ordðg j Þ (we assume that l f 0, since otherwise our sheaf is trivial and there is nothing to prove). Therefore, f j i is a localization map, and for any element x A A ordðg j Þ ðU i Þ=A kþ1Àordða j Þ ðU i Þ there exists a natural n such that f n ij [6] , lemma 5.3). Note that we can choose f ij ¼f f i mod A lþ1 ðU Þ, wheref f i is a fixed representative of f i in A 0 ðU Þ, for all j. Hence there exists a natural N such that
where g 0 j A AðU Þ and
Let k 0 be an integer such that a j g 0 j A A k 0 ðU Þ for any j (note that k 0 e k). Then, repeating the arguments above to the coherent sheaf A k 0 =A kþ1 we obtain that there exists a natural M such thatf
Note that we can choose M unique for all i and that the elementsf f M i generate the ideal ð1Þ
ordðb À b 1 Þ > ordðbÞ. We repeat the arguments above for the element b À b 1 and so on.
Since the ring AðU Þ has complete and Hausdor¤ topology, we obtain that b A I . Now it is easy to show that the ring AðU Þ is Noetherian. Let I 1 H I 2 H Á Á Á be an increasing chain of ideals in AðU Þ. Then for each i the chain
is stable, since AðU i Þ is a Noetherian ring. Since there is only a finite number of i, the first chain is also stable, hence AðU Þ is a Noetherian ring. r Definition 7. A ribbon ðC; AÞ is called algebraizable if it is locally isomorphic on C to a ribbon from example 1.
Example 5. The sheaf A ¼ OX X C ðÃCÞ with the filtration A i ¼ OX X C ðÀiCÞ on a surface X with an e¤ective reduced Cartier divisor C from example 1 satisfies the conditions of lemma 2. Indeed, the local equation of C in X is an invertible element that belongs to A 1 ðU Þ, and its inverse belongs to A À1 ðU Þ.
In particular, it follows that the ribbons from example 2, example 3 and example 4 are not algebraizable, because they are not weakly Noetherian.
Remark 4. Structure sheaves of algebraizable ribbons satisfy a more pretty property, which is useful in studying of the Picard group of a ribbon, see proposition 9 below. Example 6. We consider an example of a ribbon with weakly Noetherian and coherent structure sheaf A, but which is not algebraizable. It can be constructed in the same way as in example 4.
Let C be a reduced algebraic curve over a field k. Consider a ringed space ðC; AÞ, where
Clearly, A is a sheaf that satisfies all conditions of definition 3.3. Analytic ribbons. When a ground field is C, we can also work in the analytic category to define ribbons over C, replacing ''algebraic coherent'' by ''analytic coherent sheaf '' (for A i =A iþ1 , i A Z) in definition 1. Then we obtain the notion of an analytic ribbon ðC; AÞ.
We define an analytic ind-pro-coherent sheaf F on an analytic ribbon X y ¼ ðC; AÞ as a filtered sheaf of A-modules (with a descending filtration by subsheaves) satisfying properties (1), (3), (4) and the property F j =F jþ1 is an analytic coherent sheaf on C for any j A Z ð2 0 Þ instead of property (2) of definition 3.
Remark 5. Since the underlying topological space is non-Noetherian in this case, we have to take the sheaf F associated with the presheaf F 0 : V 7 ! lim À! i F i ðV Þ.
We have the following proposition (compare with proposition 3).
Proposition 4. We have the following properties for an analytic ind-pro-coherent sheaf F on an analytic ribbon X y ¼ ðC; AÞ, where C is an irreducible complex algebraic curve:
(1) F i =F iþjþ1 is an analytic coherent sheaf on X j for any j f 0, i A Z. Remark 6. We note that every complex analytic space of dimension 1, which has no compact irreducible components, is a Stein space (see, for example, [11] ).
Proof. The proof of statement (1) and statement (2) of this proposition is the same as in proposition 3. (We use that for any analytic coherent sheaf G on a Stein space U we have H q ðU; GÞ ¼ 0 for q > 0.) Now we prove statement (3) of the proposition. By remark 6 we have that any open subset V of a Stein subset U H C is a Stein space again. Therefore, if fU a g is an open covering of U, then every open U a is a Stein space. Let C C ðfU a g; F i Þ be the Č ech-complex of this covering for the sheaf F i . We obtain that C C ðfU a g;
We consider the following natural complex D i for any i A Z:
We have that for any i A Z
where the complex D i; j is defined in the following natural way for any j f i A Z:
From statement (2) of this proposition we have that for any fixed i A Z, for any n A Z the projective system ðD n i; j ; j f iÞ satisfies the ML-condition, because the maps in this projective system are surjective maps.
For any j f i A Z the complex D i; j is an acyclic complex, because of the Č ech cohomology H H 0 ðfU a g; F i =F j Þ ¼ ðF i =F j ÞðU Þ; H H n ðfU a g; F i =F j Þ ¼ H n ðU; F i =F j Þ ¼ 0 for any n > 0: Therefore for any i A Z the complex D i is an acyclic complex, as it follows from the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let ðK
l ; l f 0Þ be a projective system of acyclic complexes K l of abelian groups. We suppose that for any n A Z the projective system ðK n l ; l f 0Þ satisfies the MLcondition. Then the complex
Proof of the lemma. Let the maps d n l : K n l ! K nþ1 l , n A Z be the di¤erentials in complex K l , l f 0. We have the following exact sequences:
Since the complex K l is an acyclic complex, we have that Im d n l ¼ Ker d nþ1 l for any n.
Since for any n the projective system ðK n l ; l f 0Þ satisfies ML-condition, we obtain from exact sequence (5) that for any n the projective system ðIm d nÀ1 l ; l f 0Þ ¼ ðKer d nþ1 ; l f 0Þ satisfies ML-condition. Let the maps d n : K n ! K nþ1 be the di¤erentials in complex K . Now, using lemma 1 and that always Ker d n ¼ lim À nf0 Ker d l n for any n A Z, we obtain that the projective limit with respect to l f 0 of sequences (5) will give the following exact sequence for any n A Z: 0 ! Ker d n ! K n ! Im d n ! 0: Therefore, for any n A Z we have
Therefore the complex K is an acyclic complex. The lemma is proved. r
Now we finish the proof of proposition 4. We have proved that H H q ðfU a g; F i Þ ¼ 0 for any i A Z and any q > 0. Therefore H H q ðU; F i Þ ¼ 0 for any i A Z and any q > 0. Hence, for any i A Z
Furthermore, we have a spectral sequence with initial term
where H q ðF i Þ is the presheaf V H U 7 ! H q ðF i ÞðV Þ ¼ H q ðV ; F i Þ (see [4] ). So, since any open subset V H U is a Stein subspace again, we have in our situation
To obtain that H 2 ðU; F i Þ ¼ 0 it is su‰cient to show that for any point
It follows from the following fact ( [4] , lemma 3.8.2): for any point x A C, for any p > 0
Now by induction on q, by the same methods as for q ¼ 2, using spectral sequence (6) and equality (7) , we obtain that H q ðU; F i Þ ¼ 0 for all q > 0. The proposition is proved. r Corollary 2. Let X y ¼ ðC; AÞ be an analytic ribbon. Let F be an analytic ind-procoherent sheaf on X y , and C be an irreducible compact space.
where U 1 and U 2 are Stein open subsets, then we have an exact sequence for any i A Z:
Proof is similar to the proof of corollary 1 of proposition 3. We have to use the following Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence for a sheaf G on C:
The Picard group of a ribbon
We recall that for a ringed space X y ¼ ðC; AÞ the Picard group PicðX y Þ ¼ H 1 ðC; A Ã Þ, and for the ringed space X y ¼ ðC; A 0 Þ also the Picard group
Proposition 5. Let X y ¼ ðC; AÞ be a ribbon over an Artinian ring A. We suppose that C is either projective, or a‰ne curve over Spec A. Then
Proof. We denote for any j f i f 0 the sheaves G
Then we have the following exact sequences:
We denote for any i f 0 the sheaf
For any j f i f 0 we have the following exact sequences:
For any j f 0 we have G j; jþ1 F A jþ1 =A jþ2 . Therefore from sequence (9) we obtain that for any a‰ne open subset U H C the maps H 0 ðU; G i; jþ1 Þ ! H 0 ðU; G i; j Þ are surjective for any j f i f 0, by induction on j we obtain that H 1 ðU; G i; j Þ ¼ 0 for any j f i f 0. Therefore, arguing as in the proof of assertion (3) of proposition 3, we obtain that H 1 ðU; G i Þ ¼ 0 for any i f 1.
Since C is a curve over an Artinian ring, there are some a‰ne open subsets U 1 and U 2 of C such that C ¼ U 1 W U 2 . Therefore the following Mayer-Vietoris sequence is exact:
Also for any j f i f 0 we have the following exact sequences:
We note that for any fixed i f 0 the projective system
satisfies the ML-condition, because the maps in this system are surjective. By the same reason, if the curve C is a‰ne, then for any fixed i f 0 the projective system À H 0 ðC; G i; j Þ; j f i Á satisfies the ML-condition. If the curve C is projective, then we consider the following exact sequences which follow from sequences (8):
We have that A-modules À H 0 ðC; O X j Þ; j f 0 Á satisfy the ML-condition, because they are Artinian A-modules. Therefore the groups H 0 ðC; O Ã X j Þ ¼ H 0 ðC; O X j Þ Ã satisfy the MLcondition as invertible elements of the corresponding algebras for which: 1) we have MLcondition and 2) maps in projective system have nilpotent kernels. Whence, for the fixed i f 0 from exact sequence (12) we obtain that the projective system À H 0 ðC; G i; j Þ; j f i Á satisfies the ML-condition as the kernels of the maps to the constant group H 0 ðC; O Ã X i Þ.
Now we apply lemma 1 to obtain that for the fixed i f 0 exact sequence (10) is the projective limit of exact sequences (11) with respect to j f i. Therefore we have
Let i ¼ 0, then from exact sequence (8) we obtain the following exact sequence for j f 0:
Every term of this sequence satisfies the ML-condition with respect to j. (For the zero cohomology it is proved above in this proof, for the first cohomology it follows from the absence of the second cohomology on the curve.) Therefore, using lemma 3, we obtain that the following sequence is exact:
From the exact sequence
we obtain the following exact sequence:
We have the natural map of exact sequence (14) to exact sequence (13), and we know that the maps at each term except for one term of the sequence are isomorphisms. But then it follows that the residuary map
is also an isomorphism. r Corollary 3. Under the conditions of proposition 5 we suppose that C is an a‰ne curve. Then PicðX y Þ ¼ PicðCÞ.
Proof follows from the proposition and from H 1 ðC; G j; jþ1 Þ ¼ 1 for any j f 0. r Let X y ¼ ðC; AÞ be a ribbon over the field k. For a point x A C we denote by A 0; x the local ring which is a stalk of the sheaf A 0 at the point x. Let M x be the maximal ideal of A 0; x . Further we will need to compare the following two rings. Definition 8. We denote byÂ A 0; x the M x -adic completion of the ring A 0; x . We denote byÃ A 0; x the ringÃ (2) If dim k ðM x =M 2
x Þ < y, then the ringÂ A 0; x is Noetherian and a is surjective, and the Krull dimension ofÃ A 0;
Proof. We prove assertion (1) of the proposition. We define a linear topology on A :¼ A 0; x by taking as open ideals all ideals Q of finite colength which contain some ideal
Thus the set fQg of ideals contains the ideals I i þ M n x for all i, n, since A=I i is Noetherian, and so it is coarser or equivalent to the M x -adic topology, and it is separated (since for any a 3 0 in A there is I i with a 3 0 mod I i , and n with a mod
(1) a is an isomorphism.
(2)Ã A 0; x is a 2-dimensional regular ring.
Proof. We always have dimÂ A 0; x f dimÃ A 0; x . By [2] , ch. III, §3, prop. 3, the filtration f c M i
x . Then by [1] , prop. 11.4, th. 11.14, we have dimÂ A 0;
x Þ f deg gðnÞ (since gðnÞ e w n ðnÞ for all n g 0, where w n is the characteristic polynomial of the ring À
Therefore, using assertion (2) of proposition 6, we have dimÃ A 0; x ¼ dimÂ A 0; x ¼ 2 and A A 0; x is a 2-dimensional regular ring with a prime ideal ð0Þ. Therefore, kerðaÞ must be a prime ideal, hence kerðaÞ ¼ 0, since otherwise dimÂ A 0; x > 2. r
x is non-trivial if and only if there exists an integer i > 0 such that A i; x A Ài; x ¼ A 0; x . In this case the following properties are satisfied:
(1) All A j; x ð j A ZÞ are finitely generated A 0; x -modules.
(2) The invertible sets A j; x , i.e. those for which A j; x A Àj; x ¼ A 0; x form a cyclic group fA id; x j i A Zg with some d > 0.
Proof. If A i; x A Ài; x ¼ A 0; x , there are finitely many elements a i A A i; x , b i A A Ài; x , i ¼ 1; . . . ; r such that P a i b i ¼ 1.
Since A 0; x is a local ring there is one pair ða i ; b i Þ with a i b i A A Ã 0; x , and so there is a pair ða; bÞ, a A A i; x , b A A Ài; x with ab ¼ 1.
x and ða m a 0n Þðb m b 0n Þ ¼ 1.
Thus, assertion (2) of this proposition is proved. To prove assertion (1) of the proposition, we observe that for any A j; x there is a multiple k ¼ dj of d such that A k; x H A j; x , and A j; x =A k; x is a finitely generated A 0; x -module. r
Now we want to discuss the group H 1 ðC; A Ã Þ. Proposition 8. Let X y be a ribbon with an irreducible underlying curve C. We assume that the function of order ord is a homomorphism from A Ã ðV Þ to Z for any open V H C (see, for example, proposition 9 below). Then we have
Let the sheaf A Ã =A Ã 0 j U be a constant sheaf for an open set U, which is equal to dZ. (We suppose that this U is maximal.) We have the following.
(1) If H 0 ðC; A Ã =A Ã 0 Þ ¼ mdZ for some m 3 0, then H 1 ðC; A Ã =A Ã 0 Þ is a finite abelian group of order less or equal to m sÀ1 if s > 1, and is equal to 0 otherwise.
In both cases, s is the number of critical points of
Since A j =A jþ1 is a torsion free sheaf, we obtain that if a A A Ã ðU Þ, then there exists a unique j A Z such that a x A A j; x nA jþ1; x , and the inverse b satisfies b x A A Àj; x nA Àjþ1; x , and
. This is an isomorphism i¤ A 1 , A À1 are mutually dual invertible A 0 -modules.
By our assumptions we have that either A Ã ¼ A Ã 0 , or there is a smallest positive integer d such that there exists a point x and a A A Ã x of order d. Then there is a largest open set U where A d , A Àd are invertible mutually dual.
Then A Ã =A Ã 0 H dZ and the cokernel is a sheaf with support in CnU. If H 0 ðC; A Ã =A Ã 0 Þ ¼ 0, then at least one stalk of the sheaf dZ=ðA Ã =A Ã 0 Þ in these points is dZ. If H 0 ðC; A Ã =A Ã 0 Þ ¼ mdZ, the stalks of the sheaf dZ=ðA Ã =A Ã 0 Þ in these points are finite groups, whose order is less or equal to m. Now, using the long cohomology sequence of the short sequence
we obtain the proof. (We use that the first cohomology of a constant sheaf on an irreducible space is equal to zero in Zariski topology.) r Proposition 9. Let X y be a ribbon with an irreducible underlying curve C over a field k. Assume that there exists a point x A C such that A 1; x A À1; x ¼ A 0; x . Then the function of order ord is compatible with the restriction homomorphisms A Ã ðUÞ ! A Ã ðV Þ for open V H U, and the function of order ord U is a homomorphism from A Ã ðU Þ to Z for any open U.
Proof. As it was shown in the proof of proposition 7, there is an invertible element a A A 1; x nA 2; x such that a À1 A A À1; x . So, there exists an open U C x such that a A A 1 ðU Þ, a À1 A A À1 ðU Þ. Now we need the following lemma. Lemma 4. We consider a ribbon ðC; AÞ, where C is an irreducible curve over a field k. Let the sheaf A satisfy the condition ð * Þ (see definition 5) with the following extra property: For any open U a from ð * Þ there exists an invertible section a A A 1 ðU a ÞnA 2 ðU a Þ such that a À1 A A À1 ðU a Þ.
Then the function of order ord is compatible with the restriction homomorphisms A Ã ðUÞ ! A Ã ðV Þ for open V H U, and the function of order ord U is a homomorphism from A Ã ðU Þ to Z for any open U.
Proof. The first assertion of the lemma follows from the second one. Indeed, if V H U are two open subsets and b A A Ã ðU Þ, ord U ðbÞ ¼ k, then ord U ðb À1 Þ ¼ Àk.
We always have ord V ðbj V Þ f ord U ðbÞ. If we suppose that ord V ðbj V Þ > ord U ðbÞ, then
we have a contradiction.
Now we prove the second assertion of the lemma. At first, we prove it for each U a . We note that for any b A A Ã ðU a Þ and any k A Z we have ord U a ðba k Þ ¼ ord U a ðbÞ þ k, where a is an invertible element from A 1 ðU a ÞnA 2 ðU a Þ such that a À1 A A À1 ðU a Þ. Indeed, by definition of a ribbon, we always have ord U a ðbcÞ f ord U a ðbÞ þ ord U a ðcÞ for any b; c A A Ã ðU a Þ. Let ord U a ðbaÞ > ord U a ðbÞ þ 1. Then ord U a ðbÞ ¼ ord U a ðbaa À1 Þ f ord U a ðbaÞ À 1 > ord U a ðbÞ;
We note that ord U a ðbcÞ ¼ ord U a ðbÞ þ ord U a ðcÞ if ord U a ðcÞ ¼ 0. Indeed, if ord U a ðbcÞ > ord U a ðbÞ, then this would mean that bc ¼ 0, where b A A ordðbÞ ðU a Þ=A ordðbÞþ1 ðU a Þ; c A O C ðU a ÞA 0 ðU a Þ=A 1 ðU a Þ: But c; b 3 0, and A ordðbÞ =A ordðbÞþ1 is a torsion free sheaf by definition, therefore we obtain a contradiction.
For any b; c A A Ã ðU a Þ we have ord U a ðbcÞ ¼ ord U a ðba ÀordðbÞ a ordðbÞ cÞ ¼ ord U a ðba ÀordðbÞ Þ þ ord U a ða ordðbÞ cÞ ¼ ord U a ðbÞ þ ord U a ðcÞ:
The arguments from the beginning of the proof show that for any open V H U a ord V ðaj V Þ ¼ 1, and ord V À ðaj V Þ À1 Á ¼ À1. Therefore, ord V is also a homomorphism on A Ã ðV Þ. 
Then for any a we have U X U b X U a 3 j and ord UXU b XU a ðbj UXU b XU a Þ ¼ l and therefore ord UXU a ðbj UXU a Þ ¼ l. Since A l is a subsheaf of A, this would mean that b A A l ðU Þ, we have a contradiction.
So, we have for any b; c A A Ã ðU Þ
The lemma is proved. r Since C is a reduced irreducible curve, V must be a‰ne and V X U is also a‰ne. Without loss of generality we can assume that
We know that b is invertible, ordðbÞ ¼ 1, ordðb À1 Þ ¼ À1. Since the sheaves A 1 =A 2 , A À1 =A 0 are coherent and V X U is a‰ne, there exists a natural n such that
Note that for any d A AðV Þ we have ord V ðdcÞ ¼ ord V ðdÞ þ ord V ðcÞ if ord V ðcÞ ¼ 0. Indeed, if ord V ðdcÞ > ord V ðdÞ, then this would mean that dc ¼ 0, where d A A ordðdÞ ðV Þ=A ordðdÞþ1 ðV Þ, c A O C ðV Þ. But the curve C is reduced and irreducible and A ordðdÞ =A ordðdÞþ1 is a torsion free sheaf by definition, wherefore we obtain a contradiction. Now, repeating the arguments from the proof of lemma 4, we obtain ord V ðdb b k Þ ¼ ord V ðdÞ þ k for any integer k and for any d; c A A Ã ðV Þ,
At last, if V ¼ C, then we can apply the arguments at the end of the proof of lemma 4. The proposition is proved. r Corollary 5. If there exists a point P on an irreducible curve C such that A 1; P A À1; P ¼ A 0; P , then the following properties are satisfied: (2) If P is a smooth point on the curve C, then dim kðPÞ ðM P =M 2 P Þ ¼ 2.
Proof. The proof of assertion (1) of this corollary is clear. Now we prove assertion (2) . From proposition 7 we know that in our case A i; P ¼ A 0; P a i for all i f 1. Since P is a smooth point, we have M C; P ¼ O C; P u for some u A M C; P . Let u A A 0; P be a representative of u. Then, clearly, u, a generate the ideal M P in the ring A 0; P and are linearly independent in M P =M 2 P . So, we conclude that dim kðPÞ ðM P =M 2 P Þ ¼ 2. r Exampe 7. If a curve C is not irreducible, then it is possible that the function of order is not a homomorphism from AðU Þ Ã to Z for open U H C.
For example, if we take an algebraizable ribbon from example 1, where X is an a‰ne plane and C is a curve given by the equation xy ¼ 0, then the elements x and y will be invertible of order zero elements for any open U H C such that U contains the point ðx ¼ 0; y ¼ 0Þ. For, ðxyÞ is an invertible element from AðU Þ, and therefore x À1 ¼ yðxyÞ À1 , y À1 ¼ xðxyÞ À1 . But ord U ðxyÞ ¼ 1, so, ord U is not a homomorphism.
Example 8. Let X y be a ribbon from example 1, where X is assumed to be a smooth projective surface. Assume also that ðC Á CÞ 3 0, and C is an irreducible curve. We have that the condition A 1; P A À1; P ¼ A 0; P of corollary 5 is satisfied at each point P A C. Therefore, by proposition 8 and corollary 5 we have the following exact sequence of sheaves on C:
It gives the following exact sequence:
where að1Þ ¼ A 1 . (The map a is an injective map, because að1Þ is not a torsion element in the group PicðX y Þ. Indeed, the image of að1Þ in PicðCÞ has degree equal to ÀðC Á CÞ 3 0.) So, we obtain that PicðX y Þ F PicðX y Þ=hA 1 i F PicðX y Þ=Z.
For each i we have the exact sequence
and therefore we have the map
By our assumptions we have degðA 1 =A iþ1 Þ ¼ d ¼ ÀðC Á CÞ 3 0. Therefore, we have the following exact diagrams for each i:
? ?
x ? ? ?
The projective system À PicðX i Þ; i f 0 Á satisfies the ML-condition (as the first cohomology on the curve), therefore À Pic 0 ðX i Þ; i f 0 Á satisfies the ML-condition (as the kernels of the maps to Z). Passing to the projective limit we obtain the exact sequence 0 ! Pic 0 ðX y Þ ! PicðX y Þ=hA 1 i ! Z=dZ ! 0: PicðX y Þ In particular, when X ¼ P 2 , C ¼ P 1 H X , we have d ¼ À1 and therefore Pic 0 ðX y Þ F PicðX y Þ. On Pic 0 ðX y Þ there exists a structure of a scheme (see, for example, [9] ), so in this case there is a structure of a scheme also on PicðX y Þ.
A generalized Krichever-Parshin map
Let X y ¼ ðC; AÞ be a ribbon over a field k.
Definition 9. We say that a point P A C is a smooth point of the ribbon X y if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) P is a smooth point of C.
Þ P is an isomorphism ofÔ O C; Pmodules, and this map is induced by the map from the definition of ribbon: Proof. The isomorphismÃ A 0; P FÂ A 0; P follows from corollaries 5 and 4. Now we will prove thatÔ O X i ; P F k½½u½t=t i for some u, t. The proof is by induction on i.
If i ¼ 1, thenÔ O X 1 ; P ¼Ô O C; P F k½½u for some u. Suppose we have proved the assertion for ði À 1Þ. We have the exact triple:
Passing to the projective limit with respect to i we are done. r Definition 10. Any elements u, t from proposition 10 are called formal local parameters of the ribbon ðC; AÞ at the smooth point P.
Lemma 5. Let ðC; A; P; u; tÞ be a ribbon over a field k with a smooth k-point P and formal local parameters u, t. Then u AÃ A 0; P defines an e¤ective Cartier divisor p u; i on the scheme X i for any i such that y Ã i p u; i ¼ p u; iÀ1 and p u; 1 ¼ P, where
Proof. We know by proposition 10 thatÔ O X i ; P F k½½u½t=t i , because P is a smooth point of the ribbon ðC; AÞ. Byp p u; i ¼ u Á k½½u½t=t i we denote the ideal inÔ O X i ; P . Let p 0 u; i :¼p p u; i X O X i ; P be the ideal in O X i ; P .
We have for some j > 0 that M j P Á k½½u½t=t i Hp p u; i , where M P is the maximal ideal of O X i ; P . Therefore, M j P O X i ; P H p 0 u; i . Letũ u A O X i ; P be an element such that bðũ uÞ coincides witĥ b bðuÞ, where b,b b are the following natural maps:
Thenũ u A p 0 u; i andũ u ÁÔ O X i ; P ¼p p u; i . Therefore, p 0 u; i ÁÔ O X i ; P ¼p p u; i , and p 0 u; i ¼ũ uO X i ; P defines the e¤ective Cartier divisor p u; i in some a‰ne open neigbourhood of the point P A X i (and on X i ). By construction, y Ã i p u; i ¼ p u; iÀ1 . r Remark 8. By construction of the ideal p 0 u; i (or divisor p u; i ) we obtain that it is uniquely defined by the properties p 0
Definition 11. Let X y ¼ ðC; AÞ be a ribbon over a scheme S. We say that N is a torsion free sheaf of rank r on X y if N is a sheaf of A-modules on C with a descending filtration ðN i Þ i A Z of N by A 0 -submodules which satisfies the following axioms:
(1) N i A j L N iþj for any i, j.
(2) For each i the sheaf N i =N iþ1 is a coherent sheaf on C, flat over S, and for any s A S the sheaf N i =N iþ1 j C S has no coherent subsheaf with finite support, and is isomorphic to O lr C S on a dense open set.
Remark 9. It follows from assertion (2) of definition 11 that if C s (for s A S) is an irreducible curve, then the sheaf N i =N iþ1 j C s is a rank r torsion free sheaf on C s for any i A Z.
Remark 10. If the sheaf A of a ribbon X y satisfies the condition ð * Þ from definition 5, then any torsion free sheaf N of rank r on X y is coherent. The proof of this fact is the same as in lemma 2.
On the other hand, if A is only coherent, then there exists a torsion free sheaf that is not coherent, as it follows from the example below.
Example 10. Consider the ribbon À C; A ¼ O C ððtÞÞ Q Á from example 3. The sheaf A is coherent, but not weakly Noetherian. The sheaf N :¼ O C ððtÞÞ with obvious filtration is a torsion free sheaf of rank 1 on X y . But the stalk N Q can not be finitely generated: for any finite number of sections g 1 ; . . . ; g k A NðV Þ, Q A V there is an infinite number of elements t l , l f 0 that can not be generated by g i . So, N is not of finite type and therefore is not coherent.
Definition 12. Let X y ¼ ðC; AÞ be a ribbon over a field k. We say that a point P A C is a smooth point of a torsion free sheaf N on X y if the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) P is a smooth point of X y .
Þ P is an isomorphism ofÔ O C; Pmodules, and this map is induced by the map from the definition of N :
Similarly to proposition 10 we have the following proposition.
Proposition 11. Let P be a smooth point of a torsion free sheaf N of rank r on a ribbon X y over a field k. ThenÑ N 0; P FÃ A lr 0; P ;
Proof. By induction on j and using the exact sequence
Then we pass to the projective limit. r Example 11. Let X y ¼ ðC; AÞ be a ribbon such that C is irreducible. We suppose that the function of order is a homomorphism (see, for example, proposition 9 above). Then every element N A PicðX y Þ gives a torsion free sheaf of rank 1 on X y after the fixing of a filtration on N. (All the possible filtrations form a Z-torsor.) Indeed, the function of order ord gives a homomorphism g : H 1 ðC; A Ã Þ ! H 1 ðC; ZÞ:
And the obstruction to find a filtration on N is gðNÞ 3 0. But any local Z-system on irreducible space C is trivial in Zariski topology, i.e. H 1 ðC; ZÞ ¼ 0. Thus, we have a filtration on N.
Example 12. Let X y be a ribbon from example 1. Let E be a locally free sheaf of rank r on the surface X . Then
EðiCÞ=Eð jCÞ is a torsion free sheaf of rank r on X y . Any point P A C H X that is smooth on C and on X will be a smooth point on E C .
Remark 11. Similarly to definition 8 we have two A 0; P -modules:Ñ N 0; P andN N 0; P , where the latter is the M P -adic completion of the module N 0; P . Using similar arguments as in the proof of proposition 6, we obtain that if dim k N 0; P =M P N 0; P < y, then the natural homomorphism of A 0; P -modulesN
If P is a smooth point of the torsion free sheaf N of rank r, thenÂ A 0; P FÃ A 0; P , dim kðPÞ N 0; P =M P N 0; P ¼ r and therefore a is an isomorphism ofÃ A 0; P -modules.
Further we will work with geometric data consisting of a ribbon, a torsion free sheaf on it, formal local parameters at a point P on the ribbon and a formal trivialization of the sheaf at P. Definition 14. We will consider the following geometric data ðC; A; N; P; u; t; e P Þ, where ðC; AÞ is a ribbon over a field k, N is a torsion free sheaf of rank r on ðC; AÞ, P A C is a smooth k-point of the sheaf N, u, t are formal local parameters of the ribbon at P, e P :Ñ N 0; P !Ã A lr 0; P F k½½u; t lr is an isomorphism ofÃ A 0; P -modules.
We say that ðC; A; N; P; u; t; e P Þ is isomorphic to ðC 0 ; A 0 ; N 0 ; P 0 ; u 0 ; t 0 ; e 0 P Þ if there is an isomorphism (see definition 13) ðj; cÞ : ðC; A; NÞ ! ðC 0 ; is commutative, where the isomorphism c P is induced by c. Definition 15. Let K ¼ kððuÞÞððtÞÞ be a two-dimensional local field. We define the following k-subspaces of K:
for any n. For any k-subspace W H K lr and any j > i A Z we define W ði; jÞ ¼ W X OðiÞ lr W X Oð jÞ lr :
We have the natural isomorphism OðiÞ=Oð jÞ ¼ kððuÞÞ lð jÀiÞ , therefore W ði; jÞ is a ksubspace of the space kððuÞÞ lrð jÀiÞ . We note that the last space has natural locally linearly compact topology.
Definition 16. Let W be a k-subspace of K lr ¼ kððuÞÞððtÞÞ lr , let A be a k-subalgebra of K ¼ kððuÞÞððtÞÞ. (We can consider K lr as a K-module, so the product A Á W H K lr is defined.)
We suppose that A Á W H W , and Aði; i þ 1Þ H kððuÞÞ is a discrete subspace with quotient being a linearly compact space, W ði; i þ 1Þ H kððuÞÞ lr is a discrete subspace with quotient being linearly compact for any i A Z. Then we call the pair of k-subspaces ðA; W Þ H K l K lr Schur pair.
Remark 12. By induction on j À i > 0 we have that if W ði; i þ 1Þ, for any i A Z, are subspaces from definition 16, then W ði; jÞ is a discrete subspace in kððuÞÞ lrð jÀiÞ with quotient being linearly compact for any j > i. Similarly, Aði; jÞ is a discrete subspace in kððuÞÞ lð jÀiÞ with quotient being linearly compact for any j > i.
Remark 13. Clearly, the subspaces W ði; i þ 1Þ (resp. Aði; i þ 1Þ) from definition 16 satisfy the Fredholm condition with respect to k½½u lr (resp. to k½½u, see introduction), as the analogous subspaces in the construction of the Krichever map in [15] , [12] , see also [17] . Theorem 1. The Schur pairs ðA; W Þ from definition 16 are in one-to-one correspondence with data ðC; A; N; P; u; t; e P Þ from definition 14 up to an isomorphism, where we additionally assume that C is a projective irreducible curve. Corollary 6. k-subalgebras A from definition 16 are in one-to-one correspondence with data ðC; A; P; u; tÞ up to an isomorphism, where C has to be a projective irreducible curve.
Proof. The corollary follows from the theorem, if we take N ¼ A, W ¼ A, and e P ¼ 1.
Now we'll prove the theorem. We have the following diagram of maps for any coherent sheaf M on the scheme X i and for any i f 0:
where h i is the generic point of the scheme X i .
Then, by statement (1) of proposition 3 and statement (2) of proposition 1, M is coherent sheaf on the scheme X i . By induction on i, we show that the map a M is an embedding. It is true for i ¼ 0, because N k =N kþ1 is a torsion free sheaf on C. We have the following commutative diagram for arbitrary i f 1:
since N iþk =N iþkþ1 is a coherent O X i -module and the O X i -module structure on N k =N kþi is the same as the O X iÀ1 -module structure. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, the left and right vertical arrows are embeddings. Hence, the middle arrow is also an embedding.
The map b N k =N iþkþ1 is an embedding for the sheaf N k =N iþkþ1 . Therefore, the map b N k =N iþkþ1 a N k =N iþkþ1 is an embedding for the sheaf N k =N iþkþ1 . Now we have for k ¼ 0
because we have fixed the formal local parameters u, t of our ribbon at P.
We have for k > 0
By definition of a smooth point on a ribbon, we have the natural pairing for k < 0
and the element t Àk modÃ A Àkþi; P A d ðA Àk =A Àkþiþ1 Þ ðA Àk =A Àkþiþ1 Þ P . Then, by induction on i f 0, we obtain that d ðA k =A kþiþ1 Þ ðA k =A kþiþ1 Þ P ! Ât Àk
is an isomorphism. Therefore, we have lim À! k lim À if0 d ðA k =A kþiþ1 Þ ðA k =A kþiþ1 Þ P F kððuÞÞððtÞÞ:
A k =A kþiþ1 . Therefore, the ring
GðX i nP; A k =A kþiþ1 Þ H kððuÞÞððtÞÞ is a k-subalgebra that satisfies the conditions of the theorem.
Analogously, using the trivialization e P and formal local parameters u, t, we obtain the isomorphism lim À! Thus, starting from the geometric data ðC; A; N; P; u; t; e P Þ from definition 14, we have constructed a Schur pair ðA; W Þ from definition 16. Now we are going to construct a geometric data starting from a Schur pair. At first, we note that
where p u; i is the e¤ective Cartier divisor on X i which was constructed in lemma 5 above.
We consider the k-subspaces for j > i A Z Aði; jÞ H kððuÞÞ lð jÀiÞ and U n ði; jÞ ¼ u Àn Á k½½u lð jÀiÞ H kððuÞÞ lð jÀiÞ :
If i ¼ 0, the space L nf0 À U n ð0; jÞ X Að0; jÞ Á is a graded ring. We put X jÀ1 ¼ Proj L nf0 À U n ð0; jÞ X Að0; jÞ Á :
The image of the embedding of L nf0 À U nÀ1 ð0; 1Þ X Að0; 1Þ Á in L nf0 À U n ð0; 1Þ X Að0; 1Þ Á is a homogeneous ideal that determines a point P A X 0 .
If j > i A Z, then L nf0 À U n ði; jÞ X Aði; jÞ Á is a graded module over the graded ring L nf0 À U n ð0; j À iÞ X Að0; j À iÞ Á . Then we define Aði; jÞ ¼ g L nf0 À U n ði; jÞ X Aði; jÞ Á L nf0 À U n ði; jÞ X Aði; jÞ Á ;
i.e. it is a coherent sheaf on X ð jÀiÞ which is associated with the corresponding graded module. Since there are no zero divisors in the field kððuÞÞ, the sheaf Aði; i þ 1Þ is a torsion free sheaf on C for any i.
For all j > i A Z we have surjective morphisms Aði; j þ 1Þ ! Aði; jÞ and injective morphisms Aði; jÞ ! Aði À 1; jÞ. Also, from definitions, we have maps for all i < j, k < l Aði; jÞ n k Aðk; lÞ ! A À i þ k; minð j þ k; i þ lÞ Á ;
which are also well-defined maps, if we pass to projective limits with respect to j and l.
So, we define sheaves A, A i , i A Z by A :¼ lim À! i lim À jfi Aði; jÞ; A i ¼ lim À jfi Aði; jÞ:
The map given by formula (15) defines the multiplication A i Á A j H A iþj . Besides, A A 0; P ¼ k½½u; t, and therefore u, t are the formal local parameters of the ribbon ðX 0 ; AÞ at the point P.
Analogously, we define sheaves of modules N, N i , i A Z by N :¼ lim À! i lim À jfi Nði; jÞ; N i ¼ lim À jfi Nði; jÞ;
where Nði; jÞ ¼Ñ N, N ¼ L nf0 À ðu Àn Á k½½u lrð jÀiÞ Þ X W ði; jÞ Á , i.e. Nði; jÞ is a coherent sheaf of O X ð jÀiÀ1Þ -modules, which is associated with the corresponding graded module, for all j > i. By construction, we have a natural isomorphism e P :Ñ N 0; P ! k½½u; t lr :
The map ðA; W Þ 7 ! ðX 0 ; A; N; P; u; t; e P Þ just constructed is the inverse to the map which was constructed in the first part of the proof of this theorem, because the sheaf
defines a coherent sheaf on the scheme
since O X jÀiÀ1 ðp u; jÀiÀ1 Þ is an ample sheaf on X jÀiÀ1 . The latter follows from the lemma below. Lemma 6. For any i > 0 the sheaf O X i ðp u; i Þ is an ample sheaf on X i .
Proof. X i is a proper scheme (as X 0 is a projective curve). So, by [6] , ch. III, prop. 5.3, it is enough to prove that for any l > 0, for any coherent sheaf F on X i there exists n 0 > 0 such that for any n > n 0 , H l À X i ; F n O X i ðnp u; i Þ Á ¼ 0.
We use induction on i. If i ¼ 1, then p u; 1 is the point P on the projective curve C ¼ X 0 , i.e. it is an ample divisor. If i > 1, we consider the exact sequence of O X i -modules
The O X i -module structure of modules F n O X i A iÀ1 =A i and F n O X i ðA 0 =A iÀ1 Þ coincides with the O X iÀ1 -module structure. Therefore, their cohomology on X i coincides with cohomology on X iÀ1 . So, from the long exact cohomology sequence and induction hypothesis we get, for all n > n 0 and all l > 0, H l À
The theorem is proved. r Remark 14. The constructions of subspaces and geometric data given in the theorem are generalizations of the Krichever map constructed in the works [15] , [12] . If a geometric data is taken on a ribbon that comes from a surface and a reduced e¤ective Cartier divisor on it, as in example 1, then these constructions coincide.
